5 WAYS TROJAN HELPS YOU TODAY!

Improve Case Acceptance, Production, and Collections

INCREASE CASE ACCEPTANCE TODAY
It’s a fact. Your patients will lose momentum waiting for someone to figure out their out of pocket
expense. By combining automated eligibility and access to thousands of Trojan Benefit Plans, you
can present your patient’s treatment plan on the day it was diagnosed, early in the visit, increasing
case acceptance today.

BOOK MORE PRODUCTION TODAY
Stop entering data manually. Your software company, in cooperation with Trojan, programmed an
interface with Trojan’s benefit data. Once you link a Trojan Benefit Plan to the coverage table,
you’re ready to enter and present treatment plans and bill insurance! This time saver to your daily
routine will help recapture lost hours needed to pay close attention to your unscheduled treatment
plan and past due hygiene reports.

COLLECT CO-PAYMENT ESTIMATES TODAY
Don’t struggle to figure out your patient’s co-payment estimate. Once a Trojan Benefit Plan is
linked to the patient, the coverage table is updated immediately. The benefits will even populate
with your PPO and HMO fee schedules for easy treatment planning! Creating financial arrangements at the time of diagnosis and collecting before or at the time of treatment is easier than ever.

COLLECT PAST DUE ACCOUNTS TODAY
There will always be patients that aren’t going to pay you. Truth is, they’ll pay rent and buy groceries first. Trojan's collection letters provide the powerful incentive needed to motivate your debtor to
settle the account. By special agreement with Experian, Equifax, and TransUnion, Trojan reports
unpaid debt. This negative information can restrict the ability of the debtor to obtain credit. And the
best part is Trojan does not keep a percentage of the money collected. It all goes directly to you!

ACCESS PREMIER CUSTOMER SERVICE TODAY
Our dedicated benefits research staff is waiting to accept your call within 60 seconds! Let us help
you find the Trojan Benefit Plan you’re looking for, update an existing plan, or add a new one for
you. We’ll be the ones to sit on hold or get disconnected, so you can get down to business with
your patients. Including Trojan for eligibility and research ensures your Trojan Benefit Plan database
is kept up-to-date to match with the patients that come to your office.

Bottom line. By choosing Trojan, you are choosing to spend your precious time on value added activities rather than spending
hours and hours dealing with insurance companies and trying to collect those past due balances. With Trojan, you can immediately commit to performing activities that truly have a powerful effect on your bottom line.Trojan provides the opportunity to redirect
those previously lost hours of time toward activities that actually Improve Case Acceptance, Production, and Collections.
Benefit Service | Dentifi | Patient History | Custom Benefit Option | Eligibility | Collection Services
DrDirect Electronic Claims | Managed Care | Ask the Consultant | Trojan Today | Marketing Reports | Forms

CALL TO SCHEDULE YOUR CONSULTATION TODAY!
Trojan will help determine which services work best for your practice.
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